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Abstract: The Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are vulnerable to assaults due to
the fact that the devices connected to them have a reliable connection to the inter-
net. A malicious node acts as the controller and uses a grey hole attack to get the
data from all of the other nodes in the network. Additionally, the nodes are dis-
carding and modifying the data packets according to the requirements of the sys-
tem. The assault modifies the fundamental concept of the WSNs, which is that
different devices should communicate with one another. In the proposed system,
there is a fuzzy idea offered for the purpose of preventing the grey hole attack
from making effective communication among the WSN devices. The currently
available model is unable to recognise the myriad of different kinds of attacks.
The fuzzy engine identified suspicious actions by utilising the rules that were gen-
erated to make a prediction about the malicious node that would halt the process.
Experiments conducted using simulation are used to determine delay, accuracy,
energy consumption, throughput, and the ratio of packets successfully delivered.
It stands in contrast to the model that was suggested, as well as the methodologies
that are currently being used, and analogue behavioural modelling. In comparison
to the existing method, the proposed model achieves an accuracy rate of 45 per-
cent, a packet delivery ratio of 79 percent, and a reduction in energy usage of
around 35.6 percent. These results from the simulation demonstrate that the fuzzy
grey detection technique that was presented has the potential to increase the net-
work’s capability of detecting grey hole assaults.

Keywords: Attack prediction; grey hole; wireless sensor networks; rule-based
model; grey attack

1 Introduction

The development of wireless sensor networks has ushered in an exciting new age in the study of personal
computer systems (WSN). This WSN connects individuals with one another as well as the gadgets in order to
establish a reliable connection to the internet [1]. It is concerned with the improvement of specific devices
that rely on options without the interference of people and provide the data with another intelligent device for
the purpose of attaining a given goal. These devices enable people to connect with one another, which
presents a challenge in terms of safety [2]. The identity management, trust management, and access
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control are all handled by the WSN. The issue of trust poses the greatest challenge to the operation of
heterogeneous device systems, such as those used in wireless sensor networks [3,4]. The current structure
serves as an institutionalisation to mention the problem on the WSN portal. The component Network
region unit is detected to pick the vital fact to consider due to the uses as the important cities like proper
lighting, traffic blockage, needed stopping, emergencies and the security like the difficult and the
explosive gases, the levels of radiation, the military applications, and the appropriate setting like the
contamination of the air, backwoods fire identification. The fact has the significant impact of causing the
apps to continue running in the secure region unit, and it also enables the component area to be identified
[5]. The component networks that are related to wireless detection are focused on being the partner
degree, not dependent fact, in order to obtain the data that are in the errands of escalation. These errands
include discerning the climate like living space, collecting information, the activity of knowledge
package, insightful of tremor, and other things that are related to the machine. The essential exercise for
the conventions of safety in wireless sensor network (WSN), which is the same as wormhole, sinkhole,
special assault, etc., is to plan typically to particular assaults [6,7]. The devices that make up WSN are
dispersed throughout large areas of geography. The fact that the systems can only be accessed remotely
and in an open environment renders them defenceless against any and all forms of attack [8]. As a result,
it has been suggested that the standard component should not be used to identify the differences between
grey hole attacks and the technique, but rather that the technique should have the component of a
motivator for energising the destination collaboration [9]. When reaching both goals, the method must
select the pertinent recognition edge in an adaptive manner in order to increase the identification rates
while simultaneously reducing the number of false positives [10]. This choice is determined by the data
that have been accessed to perform the measurements. The two truth values are the foundation of the
classic logic of the fuzzy. They are both I incorrect, and (ii) correct. It is not sufficient with complete and
trustworthy data, and as a result, this cannot provide the judgement that is needed. The fuzzy set theory
provides an appropriate method to interpret and represent hazy concepts by making use of partial
memberships. The fuzzy set allows the members of any set to have the various membership degrees. This
is because the fuzzy set is a set. The work is structured below: Section 2 provides a comprehensive
analysis of various prevailing approaches and discusses the pros and cons. In Section 3, the methodology
is elaborated, and the rule model is provided for grey hole attack prediction. The numerical outcomes are
given in Section 4, followed by a conclusion in Section 5.

2 Related Works

In the real world, many types of irregularities exist in the deployment situation of wireless sensor
networks [11] that affect the functions. It is concerned that the hub needs to provide the availability in the
gap of inclusion, wormhole, dark opening, and the gaps that have happened in the topology. It eliminates
the wireless sensor network from obtaining the goal [12]. Typically, the adversaries are the system of the
bargain to create the oddities. These duplicate adversaries the uses of authentic hubs to catch the IDs of
the hub and the cryptographic material to give the origin sticking that are related via the shaping sticking
gaps. Further, the consecutive threat on the transport layer and network is the black hole. These research
summaries that the blackhole, grey hole, and wormhole attack rely on a similar type. Yet, this is
achieving various damage techniques. A group of malicious nodes simultaneously launches grey hole
attack. These nodes incorrectly guide the source node by employing the shortest path attack. The short
presentations of different gaps are followed in the wireless sensor networks. Remarkably, the zone
comprises the system in which the sufficient hubs are inaccessible for providing the needed coverage
measure for the actual application. If the adversary concentrates on the territory, this occurs to furnish
having the capability to jam the radio frequency [13,14]. The locale comprises the wireless sensor
network [15] in which the non-appearance of the hub and the previous hub is the way, and others are
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unable for any kind of job to direct the message. When the sensor network is meant to break down and the
energy consumption increases, the routing holes are generated. A black hole is created when the data is
missing [16,17] . It is one kind of DoS attack. The collection and the information transmission are uncertain
at both ends. The vindictive hubs in the wormholes are setting up a passage in the middle. The sending
starts or packets are obtained using the individual channel created for the communication of radio [18].
Black Holes assaults the Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) dominantly. The fuzzy logic uses the
procedures for recognizing the black hole, which is not independent of the endorsement specialist, assessing
the vitality, test of bundle exactness, and the hub of belief for growing the Adhoc presentation concerning
the demand distance vector (AODV) [19]. The forecast qualities are used to allocate the fuzzy construction,
which is the scientific rationale for working on the problems to the unknown information goal [20]. The
black hole attack’s successor is the grey hole that is not dropping the corresponding packets and generates
the illusion between the identity of the attacker and the trusted node [21]. The IDs technique is utilized by
having the vote attribute for finding the attacker’s node, and the difference between the attacker node and
the trusted node is created. The many suggested researchers’ methodologies [22]. The grey hole DoS
attacks’ minimization depends on the contradiction to assume that no collaboration of explicit node having
one node by employing the internal knowledge alone to gain using the information of standard routing [23].
The five various threat models, like the different abilities of the attacker, are used to evaluate the technique
to permit good knowledge on prevention [24]. Online detection is not attained in the existing study, though
prediction performance is better during minimization. Henceforth, the technique is presented to detect the
grey hole attacks on the phasor measurement unit to adopt the inherent timing information in the PMU data
to detect packet drop attacks. All network attacks support the network infrastructure to obtain better
precision and a reasonable accuracy rate [25–28].

3 Methodology

In a network, there are different kinds of attacks are there and these complete types of DoS attacks have
characteristics that turn into two types. They are (i) partial Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and (ii) complete
DoS attacks. The DoS attack will be the correspondence of mid-way among the target and source node via
malicious node in the partial DoS attack. On the other hand, the relevant correspondence is not there between
the target and source node over the malicious node in the complete DoS attack.

3.1 Problem Formulation

The number of network parameters is used as the below characteristics by assessing the work. The
existing model has the issues that are higher consumption of energy, lower throughput, E2E delay, and
the bit error rate (BER). The throughput is depicted as the number of packets delivered appropriately to
the destination. The derivation of throughput is provided below.

Throughput ¼ packetsent

Totaldatapackets
(1)

The throughput of the suggested model is computed for all the networks concerning the above equation.
The E2E delay is another essential parameter to consider in this proposed system. The most considerable E2E
delay of the prior approach enhances the operation time. The data packet is used to occupy the standard time
in obtaining the aim and incorporates the complete postponements, which brings using the throughput
buffering with the potential of route discovery at the border queue. It is mentioned scientifically as below.

AvgEED ¼ S

N
(2)
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The total time required for transmitting the packet to destination is S, and the total number of packets is
N that is obtained from the different endpoints. When the network sends the data to the receiver, another
major issue is the Bit error rate which is the received data has a more significant error. The different
interventions are used during the communication using the BER that helps to compute the number of bits
to alter. During the interval of time, big mistakes are separated through the moving bits. It is
characterized as the percentage and this is the ratio of units of low executions.

BER ¼ 1

2
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SNR

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið2þ SNRÞp
 !

(3)

BER ¼ 1

ð2 � SNRÞ (4)

The ratio of the signal power to the noise power is depicted as the Signal noise ratio (SNR) that is
measured in decibels. The SNR ¼ PsignalPratio ¼ noise0s signal variance magnitude represents the noisy
signal SNR. Like the ABM (Analog Behavioral Modeling), the existing model has greater power
consumption. Hence, the proposed model utilizes a few approaches to overcome the energy issue and
lower energy utilization. The entire routing protocol in the different scenarios devours the consumption of
energy to characterize as vitality. The energy spent summation is obtained in every task mode through the
time of re-enactment. It is numerically described below.

Energyconsumption ¼
Xn�1

i¼0

ðenergy cosumed by nodeðiÞÞ (5)

3.2 Grey Hole Attack

There are two ways to use the grey hole attack, recorded below. The source is simulated by the grey hole
attack and verified technique using the sending incompletely. Therefore, the attackers utilize the particular
strategy to drop data packet to carry the authentic node and try to attract the attention. The interest is
taken by the grey hole malicious node in the procedure of disclosure course, and the source course store
is updated or directed to the table in short. A pernicious hub is catching complete relevant packets
dropping on the arbitrarily precisely. At the same time, the vindictive hub is considered by the source
inconsistent way, as the next bouncing hub, and the packets have similarly forwarded the packets.

1. The reachable User Datagram Protocol (UDP) bundles are dropped.

2. The UDP bundles are dropped, having the determination process arbitrarily.

3. The attack of the grey hole is altered by taking the real to the sinkhole. The hub considers the
identification of the state if this is the malicious hub or the ordinary hub since this can go to
the predicted hub switch across to the pernicious hub. It considers the variation among attacks where
the packets are dropped by the nodes. Then the packets are sent by the nodes to the destination
from the source. Thus, this is tracked intuitively. Hence, packets are selected to drop, and a malicious
node behaves in the routing path for the chosen packet drop to happen, and grey hole attack is carried out.

4 Proposed System

Machines, humans, and each non-living thing in WSN are allowed to communicate with each other with
the assistance of the Internet. Nowadays, WSN devices flood the marketplace. The devices are connected in
WSN to send the information directly via the Internet Connection. The active Internet connection is
established with the connected devices prone to security attacks. The fuzzy logic in the proposed model
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addresses the grey hole attack, which occurs in the wireless sensor network nodes deployed in WSN systems.
Relate the network through the router to collect the data using the wireless sensor network by deploying the
WSN system. The node will identify the attack which takes place in the platform of WSN having the
deployment of sensors. Each node is connected to the network in a structured way in WSN to perform
the different operations. The user and the client are connected to the base station to establish the WSN
connection that behaves as the central controller. The complicated architecture is presented in WSN to
make this prone to the grey hole attack. In WSN, the sensor node assists in sensing the attacks on the
Wireless Sensor Networks. The routing protocols are utilized and it helps to make the practical decision
to forward the packets between the nodes. There are two types of routing protocols deployed in WSN
and WSN that are named as reactive and proactive. The reactive routing protocol is used to modify the
network’s structure. An aggressive routing protocol is utilized to process the network data. The grey hole
attack occurs when the communication is begun between the wireless sensor nodes. Generally, the
packets are generated by the attack in the communication nodes, affecting the users who need detailed
data regarding packet loss.

Different sensor node provides the collected information to the detector of fuzzy logic for recognizing
the grey hole attacks with fuzzy logic. Generally, the grey hole attacks are moved between overflowing,
different recipient links, and alternate decreasing. Henceforth, the performances of the existing algorithm
and the manual detection are not compelling. Subsequently, fuzzy logic is considered the novel approach
in the WSN that has the most significant aim of accomplishment. The below steps are involved in the
proposed system.

Step 1: In the first step, the grey hole data is collected and acquired from different nodes to notice the
attack. The normal condition or the grey hole attacker attacks the sensor node. The network monitor
continuously monitors the network in the proposed method.

Step 2: Secondly, the network monitor provides the data extracted into the fuzzy engine for analyzing
the nodes’ status in the network. Six features are chosen to detect network’s status: source IP address,
sequence number, forwarded type of packet, time of expiration, and destination IP address.

(1) Sequence number: sequence number of packets is stored.
(2) Source: source node IP address is stored.
(3) Destination: destination node IP address is stored.
(4) Packet Type: packet type like AODV is stored.
(5) Forwarded: The value “0” is stored when packet is not forwarded. If packet is forwarded, value “l” is

stored.
(6) Expire Time: Node needs to forward the packet.

The malicious node in the grey hole attack deception by themselves as the CN for tricking another node.
The node does not send the critical information, prevented by the grey hole attack, and selectively drops a
few packets. The packets are received by working from each node in the network, and the attack is
performed. Consider Node R as the sent node, and node B and node M are concerned as the intermediate
nodes. For instance, the malevolent node B stops the interaction from node B to find the necessary data,
which gets deleted automatically. Node R is unaware of this interaction if the node; M needs to transmit
the data packet related to temperature to node R on the AC. The fuzzy logic system helps to detect this
attack with the assistance of the proposed method, and the original packets are redirected to the following
valid node for attaining the correct reception of data. The grey hole attack avoids communication from
happening is nullified. The attack is predicted to provide fuzzy logic to process. The best decision is
selected by the fuzzy logic that leads to the efficient processing of the system.
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a. Fuzzy phases

Fuzzy can be used when the application encounters uncertainty or when the issues have dynamic
behaviour. A fuzzy rule base is a suitable system for dealing with these issues. The author provided the
membership function for all variables, and these membership functions can visually portray the fuzzy set
and provides the membership object degree to the fuzzy set. The author needs to identify input and
output variables in the preliminary step. Fig. 1 represents the general fuzzy logic system. The rule-based
evaluation and defuzzification process is described.

i) Fuzzification and membership function

It is the process of fuzzifying the provided inputs and outputs. The degree is determined based on these
inputs and outputs that belong to the appropriate fuzzy sets.

ii) Ruleset evolution

In a fuzzy rule set, the generation of rules plays a substantial role during the prediction process. The rule
offers a sense of linguistic variables and membership function. Therefore, the process occupies those
fuzzified inputs in the antecedent rules. Here, diverse rules are used to predict grey hole attack. The
antecedent parts of rules are composed of a single part that offers opinion outcomes of antecedent
development. It may govern risk level, and prediction relies on generated rules. The provided rules are
applied over the simulation environment MATLAB 2020a based on the rule editor. After the fuzzification
process, crisp is examined by provisioning the rule instance.

iii) Defuzzification

In this proposed prediction system, the systems have one output variable partitioned into two fuzzy sets.
The model uses the centroid method that describes the functional membership area with a variable output
range during the fuzzification process. It is expressed as in Eq. (6):

CoA ¼
R xmax
xmin f ðxÞ: dxR xmax
xmin f ðxÞdx (6)

Here, CoA specifies the centre of the area; x represents linguistic variables, and xmin and xmax determine
the array variables.

5 Numerical Results

This section provides the numerical outcomes of the anticipated model, which is executed in the
MATLAB 2020a simulation environment.

Fuzzy rule base

Inference engine

Fuzzification Defuzzification

Input Output

Figure 1: Generic fuzzy logic
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a. Average throughput

The numerical results are calculated via the size of the complete packets that are achieved at the endpoint
to partition via the entire data packets. Tab. 1 depicts the correlation among the suggested technique and the
prevailing technique.

Throughput ¼ packetsent

Totaldatapackets
(7)

Lastly, the simulation is taken place to compare the throughputs for the suggested fuzzy-based protocol
and AB-dynamic source routing (ABDSR) protocol during grey hole nodes. The proposed model and the
ABDSR have the 90% of the throughput presented in Fig. 2, although there is no presence of grey hole
nodes with the expectation of less throughput and an increase in the number of grey hole nodes. The
normalized throughput is about 61%, while the number of malicious nodes is 20%. On the other hand,
normalized throughput is about 45%, and the ABDSR has a throughput of about 33%, having the 30% as
the grey hole nodes for the suggested fuzzy-based attack detection protocol. Meanwhile, the ABDSR has
the 28%, in which 17% is the enhancement compared with ABDSR.

Table 1: Throughput comparison

No. of rounds Throughput

ABDUR Fuzzy Proposed

1 4.8 5.5 6.5

2 4.7 5.2 7.8

3 8.3 8.6 8.2

4 5.8 6.4 9.2

5 7.5 8.2 9.5

Figure 2: Throughput analysis
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b. Packet delivery rate (PDR)

It is calculated by establishing several packets using the divided endpoint using the count of the number
of packets to direct by the 100% × source. The comparison of delivery of packets with the different
techniques having the suggested model is presented.

PDR ¼
Pn

i¼1 PRiPn
i¼1 PSi

� 100% (8)

c. Routing overhead

When the grey hole nodes are secure unexpectedly at different areas at total pause times as 5 sec, 10 sec,
15 sec, and 20 sec, the routing overhead is improved to 77.84%. Compared with AODV under attack, the
suggested model has the overhead of routing lowered to 40%, 60% and 17.1% having the stability of
route and the ABDSR with demand distance vector. The WSN related detection attains less overhead in
routing with suggested fuzzy logic deployment lowered successfully to 34.56%, as in Fig. 3.

d. Jitter

When the grey hole nodes are fixed at different regions at all the pause times as 5 sec, 10 sec, 15 sec, and
20 sec accordingly, the attack coverage is enhanced to 0.56%. The total coverage of the technique obtains
25.56% in the occurrence of grey hole nodes, which is represented in Fig. 4 and Tab. 2. The coverage
rate is increased successfully to 15.45% with the suggested fuzzy logic-based grey hole prediction.

e. BER

Tab. 3 presents the investigation of the present technique and the suggested technique. The number of
bits/unit time is characterized. The bit error partition during time break via the absolute amount of moving
bits is measured. It is the proportion of the minor performance unit and is often characterized as the rate. The
relationship between the number of rounds and the BER is shown in Fig. 5. The rate of BER is lowered
continuously when the number of rounds is increased. The suggested model reduces the BER rate
compared with the previous technique like fuzzy, AODV, and ABDSR at 6. Yet, when at the round of 10,

Figure 3: Routing overhead comparison
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the RSDV does not lower the rate of BER to very low. Hence, the suggested model reduces the rate of BER to
50%, 27%, and 36% when compared with fuzzy, AODV, and ABDSR accordingly.

Figure 4: Delay comparison

Table 2: Delay comparison

No. of rounds Delay

ABDUR Fuzzy Proposed

1 15 10 5

2 25 15 4

3 35 20 18

4 45 25 17

5 55 30 11

Table 3: BER comparison

No. of rounds BER

ABDUR ADV Fuzzy Proposed

1 10�8 10�0:8 10�0:8 10�1

2 10�1 10�1:5 10�1 10�2

3 10�1 10�3:2 10�2:5 10�5

4 10�2 10�4:5 10�3 Very low

5 10�3:5 Very low 10�4:5 Very low
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f. Energy consumption

It is presented as energy consumption via the entire progression of routing in different situations. It is
obtained through the summation of spent energy in every node processing through the simulation time. It
is given as follows.

Energyconsumption ¼
Xn�1

i¼0
ðEnergy consumed by nodeðiÞÞ (9)

Fig. 5 and Tab. 4 show the suggested model’s energy efficiencies compared with previous techniques.
The consumption of energy decreases gradually when the number of rounds is increased. Yet, the proposed
process lowers energy consumption by about 35% to 40% compared with the previous approach.

g. Detection accuracy

The accuracy detection percentage of malicious nodes identified using the normal nodes. It is calculated
to find how the suggested model is specified from the previous model. Tab. 5 evaluates the accuracy of the
existing model and the proposed model. The accuracy is increased 3.5 times compared to the standard fuzzy
with the suggested model presented in Fig. 6. On the other hand, the accuracy is raised about two times
compared with ABDSR. Lastly, the accuracy range is increased by one time compared with AODV. In

Figure 5: Energy consumption comparison

Table 4: Energy consumption analysis

No. of rounds Energy consumption

ABDUR Fuzzy Proposed

1 90 60 50

2 98 95 80

3 90 60 40

4 90 66 30

5 50 45 20
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addition, compared with the existing approaches, a better enhancement of accuracy is achieved in the
suggested model.

6 Conclusion

In this research, fuzzy logic detects grey hole attacks in the suggested technique. The critical part of the
proposed model is to find the network having the grey hole attack as the victim link to enhance the network’s
performance. The suggested fuzzy logic-based detection technique diminishes the energy consumption,
complexity and jitter. The precision and accuracy are improved. The accuracy, consumption of energy,
delay, the ratio of packet delivery and the throughput are achieved in the experiments of simulation,
which is compared with the simulation in the suggested approach, other existing models, and ABM. The
accuracy is improved to 45% compared with the current jitter approach. The energy consumption is about
35.6%, and the packet delivery ratio is about 78% in the suggested model. The simulation outputs present
the proposed technique for fuzzy grey detection as the efficient technique to improve the network’s
capability and detect the grey hole attacks.

Funding Statement: The authors received no specific funding for this study.

Table 5: Detection accuracy comparison

No. of grey hole attacks Detection accuracy

ABDUR Standard fuzzy ADV Proposed

1 1.75 2 1.40 2

2 2 1.8 1.50 3

3 3 2.5 1.50 3.8

4 3.5 2 1.5 4

5 3.50 2.2 2 4.6

Figure 6: Detection accuracy comparison
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